Abstract. Breast cancer exhibits a high mortality rate and it is the most invasive cancer in women. An analysis from histopathological images could predict this disease. In this way, computational image processing might support this task. In this work a proposal which employes deep learning convolutional neural networks is presented. Then, an ensemble of networks is considered in order to obtain an enhanced recognition performance of the system by the consensus of the networks of the ensemble. Finally, a genetic algorithm is also considered to choose the networks that belong to the ensemble. The proposal has been tested by carrying out several experiments with a set of benchmark images.
Introduction
Medicine fields are being enhanced by employing digital image processing. These images are obtained in medical test such as X-ray image, ultrasound image and resonance imaging, among others. According to this information, digital image processing facilitates the analysis of the medical images due to an improvement of them by emphasizing the parts where medical staff focus on. In addition, image processing can be used in order to predict a disease. In this way, a system like this kind could detect an illness by processing an image input. In fact, image processing is essential for pathology detection [8, 3, 12, 16] .
An example of the application of image processing could be found in blood sample images obtained in laboratory by microscopy. The hematocrit is the percentage occupied by red blood cells in relation to the total blood. Early detection of several diseases, like anemia, can be indicated by a decrease or growth of the hematocrit value. The image processing supports the analysis of blood images by counting the red blood cells. Several model kinds can be used to this purpose [2, 7, 9] Among all types of cancer, breast cancer is the most invasive cancer in women and presents a high mortality rate. Histopathological analysis is currently the most widely used method for breast cancer diagnosis. Thus, automatic classification of histopathological images can help health professionals to diagnose breast cancer more quickly and effectively. A significant breakthrough in this field was the collection of over 7,900 histopathological image samples, which formed the BreakHis dataset [14] , as the previous automated histopathology image recognition systems had the limitation of working with small datasets. One of the popular kinds of image recognition is based on the visual feature descriptors to identify patterns on the image [14] . On the other hand, the recent deep learning schema can also be applied to detect and classify the desired parts of the image. In this way, convolutional neuronal networks can be applied to this purpose, for example [13] . In that work, a special kind of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has been used, namely AlexNet [5] . It has been previously used in a wide range of fields like vehicle classification in traffic videos [10] as well as blood classification [9] .
In this work we outperform the reference model from [13] . In addition, in order to enhance the performance of a network, an ensemble might be considered to this task. In this way, several networks provide their output and an improved output can be obtained by the consensus of the networks [10] . Finally, a genetic algorithm is also considered to choose the networks that belong to the ensemble.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the methodology of the proposal, differentiating between the considered ensemble types and the genetic algorithm to choose the best possible option for the set of networks which comprise the ensemble. The experiments have been carried out performed in Section 3, where an optimisation parameter values process and the performance of the ensembles are reported. Finally, the conclusions are provided in Section 4.
Methodology
In this section we propose our ensemble methodology in order to improve the performance of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) classifiers. Given M classes and N CNNs, i.e. N classifiers to be combined, let y i be the output vector of the i-th CNN, with i ∈ {1, ..., N }. That is, y ij is the predicted score for the j-th class by the i-th CNN, for j ∈ {1, ..., M }. Then a subset S ⊆ {1, ...N } of the CNNs can be chosen to form an ensemble of classifiers. Four possible ensemble types are considered:
-Maximum ensemble. The final score for a class is given by the maxima of the scores associated to that class:
-Mean ensemble. The final score for a class is given by the arithmetic mean of the scores associated to that class:
-Median ensemble. The final score for a class is given by the median of the scores associated to that class:
-Voting ensemble. The final score for a class is given by the number of times that it ranks the highest among the scores yielded by a CNN:
where |·| stands for the cardinal of a set.
After the ensemble scores are computed, the predicted class is the one which attains the highest score. In order to choose the best possible option for the set of classifiers S which comprise the ensemble, we propose to use a genetic algorithm. Each individual has a chromosome made of N binary variables, which indicate whether a specific CNN belongs to the ensemble. The fitness function is the accuracy of the resulting ensemble, measured over a suitable validation set.
Experiments
The carried out experiments apply the optimization of the architecture of the neural network proposed in [13] and the fine-tuning of the parameter configuration of the trained model openly provided by the authors on [1] . Furthermore, the proposed ensemble methodology is applied as well as the genetic algorithm. The structure of this section is as follows. First of all, Subsection 3.1 shows the software and hardware that have been used. Then, the tested image dataset is specified in Subsection 3.2. After that, the obtained results from the parameter configuration optimisation process are described in Subsection 3.3. And finally, 3.4 exhibits the ensemble process results.
Methods
Caffe (Convolutional Architecture for Fast Feature Embedding) [4] is the open source deep learning framework chosen for carrying out the experiments. Written in C++, it is developed by Berkeley AI Research (BAIR) 1 , as well as community contributors. Caffe provides GPU (Graphical Processing Unit) acceleration support with CUDA [11] . This is what really makes Caffe fast, as it takes advantage of the fact that images are floating-point matrices that can usually be processed across several computational nodes. In this way, a powerful enough GPU can dramatically accelerate the training of deep neural networks and even becomes vital in order to complete it in a reasonable time.
BAIR and its open community provide a repository of trained models, called Model Zoo, where there are models for a wide variety of purposes. Some of the most well known networks can be found there, such as AlexNet [6] and GoogleNet [15] . As training a network from scratch is always a time-consuming process, sometimes these pre-trained models are taken as starting point. In cases when the purpose of the pre-trained network have something in common, it may be enough to just train some additional layer to achieve a good performance (sometimes even better than by starting from scratch). This technique is known as transfer learning and it is the reason why this kind of repository is very active and supported.
The architecture of the neural network to be optimised, comprises thirteen layers:
-A data layer that expects a LMDB containing 64x64 images. The batch size for training is set to 100. -Three successive sequences of a convolutional layer, a pooling layer and a ReLU layer. This is a distinctive characteristic of AlexNet. -Two fully-connected layers. The last of them, which outputs the class scores, is connected to the last layer, a loss layer with softmax activation.
All the experiments have been carried out on a 64-bit Personal Computer with an Intel Core i3 Processor (2x 2.0 GHz), 4 GB RAM, NVIDIA GeForce GT 710 as GPU and standard hardware.
Dataset
In order to evaluate the proposed methodology, a subset from the BreakHist image dataset has been considered to test the approach. It can be downloaded from its website 2 upon request. The dataset is composed of the images that were acquired at 40X magnification, which consists of 652 benign and 1,370 malignant tumor samples. In addition, we generate 1,000 random 64x64 patches for each image in both sets, as strategy #4 defined in [13] indicates. The resulting dataset is then split into training and test set, which account for 65% and 35%, respectively. Figure 1 exhibits several images from the dataset which show benign and malignant tumors. 
Parameter configuration optimisation process results
In order to compare the performance of the system from a quantitative point of view a well-known measure has been selected: the accuracy (Acc). This measure provides values in the interval [0, 1], where higher is better, and represents the percentage of hits of the system, i.e. recognition rate. The definition of this measure can be described as follow:
where TP is the True positives (number of hits), TN is the True negatives (correct rejections), FN is the False negatives (false alarms) and FP is the False positives (misses).
To quantify our goal, we test the reference model ten times on the test dataset generated. The mean accuracy shown by this model is 0.872 ± 0.015.
The fine-tuning of the parameter configuration is divided into two phases, as it is shown in Figure 2 . Each one of this two phases tests the performance of a network by training a network considering different parameters: the first phase tunes the base learning rate and the weight decay, while the second phase tunes the solver type and performs net surgery by either adding or removing a fully-connected layer, so the number of fully-connected layers is also considered. Table 2 exhibits the considered parameter values in this process. The first phase performs the parameter tuning on the reference model and the second one on the model achieving the highest mean accuracy in the first phase, called the first phase candidate model. Finally, the second phase produces the final candidate model, which is the model showing the best performance within such phase.
As training a single network is a quite time-consuming task, the number of iterations is limited to 10,000. Using a batch size of 100 images, there is enough information to extract a tendency of the performance and identify potential candidates. Fig. 2 . CNN optimisation process diagram. Given the reference CNN model, we have tuned several parameter configurations in order to improve the performance of the approach. This process has two different steps: the first one involves the base learning rate and the weight decay, while the second step studies the solver type and the number of fully-connected layers. Besides, 10 models are generated for each configuration so as to reliably measure the performance, since training is not deterministic. Therefore, 60 models are generated at the end of each phase. They will also be useful to apply ensemble learning later on. Table 3 gathers all of the combinations tested within the first phase and the performance obtained by each of them in terms of mean accuracy. As it illustrates, a weight decay of 4 · 10 −3 clearly outperforms the rest, while the base learning rates tested do not present any relevant pattern. As a possible explanation of this, we understand that a too lower weight decay does not allow the model to converge fast, since weights can grow too large. For the second phase, the base learning rate and the weight decay are set to 10 −4 and 4 · 10 −3 , respectively, since they showed the best performance in the first phase.
The results obtained throughout the second phase provides more interesting information. Adam solver seems to be more convenient for our dataset, considering that it surpasses SGD for each case. Furthermore, a single fully-connected is not enough to extract rich information, whereas incrementing the number of them does not necessarily means better class scores. Table 6 gathers these results. Given the commented results, the final candidate configuration reaches an accuracy of 0.852 ± 0.011 at the 10,000th iteration and consists the parameter values which are shown in Table 5 . Table 5 . Considered parameter values after the CNN optimisation process.
Parameter Value
Base learning rate 10
Weight decay 4 · 10
Solver type Adam Number of fully-connected layers 3
Then, we resumed the training for the model with this configuration until the 50,000th iteration. The mean accuracy achieved at the 50,000th is 0.891 ± 0.020, which surpasses the 0.872 ± 0.015 obtained by the reference model on our test dataset.
Ensemble process results
Ensemble learning is a well-known technique used in machine learning to improve robustness over a single estimator. To do that, ensemble methods combine the predictions of several estimators trained with a given algorithm, as illustrated in Figure 3 . In this case, we have considered 30 networks. Firstly, we built an voting ensemble comprising the generated neural networks with the final candidate configuration.
In order to measure its performance, we undertook 10 test iterations with a batch size of 100 using the test dataset. Here, each iteration performs a step forward on a model, which computes the class scores for each picture in the batch, and outputs the accuracy achieved on the batch.
The ensembles, with a mean accuracy of 0.863 ± 0.037, outperforms the mean accuracy obtained by a single model, 0.851 ± 0.033. This single model is the one within the ensemble that achieved the best performance in the second phase of the hyperparameter optimisation carried out. Besides, the ensemble shows higher performance at the vast majority of test iterations. However, these accuracy values are lower than those obtained in the second phase. This is basically due to the test images used this time, since the reference model reaches a lower mean accuracy value as well, 0.824 ± 0.047. Therefore, the ensemble represents a performance improvement of 4% over the reference model.
As it seems to be worthwile to apply ensemble learning, we now apply the genetic algorithm proposed in our methodology. In order to do so, we run the evolution of a population of 300 individuals over 1000 generations. Each individual is an array of 30 boolean elements. A value of 0 means that the neural network represented by the element is left out of the ensemble, whereas a value of 1 includes the neural network within the ensemble. The fitness function is the testing process previously mentioned, which measures the performance of the ensemble that the individual represents. Therefore, the fitness value of each element is the mean accuracy achieved by the ensemble of neural networks being represented. The aim of the evolution is to maximise the fitness value, whose maximum value is 1. If an individual reached such performance, the evolution would stop.
The first generation starts with 300 individuals generated randomly and each generation undertakes the following actions:
-At the beginning, each pair of individuals within the population may be crossed over with a probability of 0.5. -Within a generation, each individual may mutate by flipping some of its elements with a probability of 0.2. -At the end of each a generation, each evolved individual is evaluated by the fitness function. The next generation starts with the resulting individuals.
The performance of all of the ensemble types considered are shown in Table  6 . As it can be observed, Mean Ensemble obtains the best performance of the considered ensembles. However, the performance is very similar among them. Table 6 . Best individual after the evolution for each type of ensemble and its mean accuracy achieved. The ones mean the presence of the i-th network in the ensemble whereas the zeros mean the abscence (the number of used networks in the ensemble is shown within the brackets). Best result is highlighted in bold. The most significant result is the number of network that the best of each ensemble types uses. The Maximum and Mean ensembles have into account only 18 and 20 networks from the 30 available ones. Nevertheless, the Median and Voting ensembles employ a higher number of the available networks. Thus, a lower computational and memory costs is achieved with the two first approaches.
Conclusion
An approach for the detection of breast cancer by using histopathological images has been presented in this work. This proposal is based on the use of the deep convolutional neural networks, in particular the Alexnet model. Given a model as a base, a two-phase process to optimise the parameter values has been proposed. According to the exhibited results, a not very low weight decay outperforms other higher considered options, while the tested base learning rates do not present any relevant pattern. In addition, Adam solver type works better than SGD type. Furthermore, the more fully-connected layers the architecture employes a higher performance is yielded.
Moreover, several ensemble types have been considered in order to enhance the performance of the system. A genetic algorithm is also applied to improve it. Although the different tested ensemble types provide a similar performance, Maximum and Mean ensembles employ a lower number of networks, so that, they need a lower memory and computational requirements. The obtained results indicate that the presented proposal is suitable to classify breast cancer images correctly with a high efficiency.
